
Joseph Choi Photo Co.
Wedding Video Pricing 2024 

Wander Video Starting at $1,999 
Wander Photo is for those who strive for both simplicity and sophistication. With up to 4 hours of videography coverage, 
you’ll have the essential base experience to capture the most critical moments. 

Explore Video Starting at $2,399 
Explore Photo is a well-balanced option that offers more for those who seek an experience to remember. You’ll have made 
so many memories along the way and stories to tell. With up to 6 hours of videography coverage, you can capture the 
hidden details of your fast-paced day. 

Adventure Video Starting at $2,999 
Adventure Photo is the ideal path for those chasing the unique and the unknown. You want to capture every fleeting 
moment and experience the most out of life. With up to 10 hours of videography coverage, you will be able to document 
the full breadth of your day for memories that will last a lifetime. 

What’s included with your video selection: 
• Free consultation call to go over your needs and wedding plans 
• Posing and movement guidance 
• Wedding videography timeline coordination with you and your wedding planner 
• Cinematic wedding highlight film delivery via online cloud* 

Wedding Video Add-ons 

Ceremony video: $250** 
Receive a separate copy of solely your ceremony footage in addition to your main wedding cinematic film. 

Second Wedding Videographer: $150 + approx. $60-$120/hr 
Will you have a large wedding with things happening at once? Will the bridesmaids and groomsmen be getting ready at 
the same time at different locations? Do you need multiple angles for fleeting moments? In situations like these, a second 
videographer may be necessary. Contact for more details. 

Expedited Wedding Film: $800*** 
The normal editing turnaround time for your final wedding film is within 8-10 weeks after your wedding date. Wedding 
films are edited in a queue and take time to make sure every single frame is looking its best. It’s understandable you may 
need your wedding film faster for whatever reason, so you can choose to add on an Expedited Wedding Film option, 
which will move your wedding film up the editing queue for you to receive your final wedding film within 3 weeks instead. 

Additional Wedding B-roll: Contact for quote 
Want to add some extra flare to your wedding film? Then consider scheduling a separate day to capture additional 
wedding video b-roll with you in your wedding attire. This allows you the flexibility and freedom to film more bride & 
groom shots at a unique location to add a special elopement-style element to your wedding film. Wedding schedules are 
packed and fast-paced, leaving little time to capture all of the best possible shots. Sharing that limited time with a 
wedding photographer may exacerbate the issue. So if you’re feeling adventurous, this add-on is for you! From hiking 
through forests, chasing waterfalls, or reading your vows on a mountaintop, the possibilities are endless. Contact for 
more details and pricing. 

*Every wedding and elopement is unique, so the final length of video can vary. My goal is to capture the quality video necessary to tell a story, not merely reach a number. 

**Pricing based on a traditional American-style ceremony lasting from approx. 15-30 minutes. 

***Please contact in advance of your wedding for availability to add an Expedited Wedding Film. The expedited 3 weeks turnaround time may exclude holidays.


